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Abstract Given the increase in international trading and

the significant energy and environmental challenges in

ports around the world, there is a need for a greater

understanding of the energy demand behaviour at ports.

The move towards electrified rubber-tyred gantry (RTG)

cranes is expected to reduce gas emissions and increase

energy savings compared to diesel RTG cranes but it will

increase electrical energy demand. Electrical load fore-

casting is a key tool for understanding the energy demand

which is usually applied to data with strong regularities and

seasonal patterns. However, the highly volatile and

stochastic behaviour of the RTG crane demand creates a

substantial prediction challenge. This paper is one of the

first extensive investigations into short term load forecasts

for electrified RTG crane demand. Options for model

inputs are investigated depending on extensive data and

correlation analysis. The effect of estimation accuracy of

exogenous variables on the forecast accuracy is investi-

gated as well. The models are tested on two different RTG

crane data sets that were collected from the Port of

Felixstowe in the UK. The results reveal the effectiveness

of the forecast models when the estimation of the number

of crane moves and container gross weight are accurate.

Keywords Rubber-tyred gantry (RTG) cranes, Correlation

analysis, Exogenous variables estimation, Artificial neural

networks, Time series forecast modelling

1 Introduction

Over the last decade, the amount of international trading

worldwide has increased rapidly and ports are facing sig-

nificant environmental and energy challenges such as rising

fossil fuels prices and greenhouse emissions. Diesel rub-

ber-tyred gantry (RTG) cranes are usually environmentally

and economically inefficient due to their use of more fuel,

fuel cost volatility and generation of gas emissions such as

carbon dioxide and nitrogen oxides. One way to reduce

carbon gas emissions and operation costs is to convert from

diesel to electrified RTG cranes [1, 2]. Consequently, the

electrical power consumption at port substations has been

increasing as a result of a rise in the number of electrified

RTG cranes which connected to low and medium voltage

networks. The use of electrified RTG cranes can reduce

maintenance and repair parts costs by around 30% and

green gas emissions by between 25% and 70% compared to

diesel RTG cranes [1, 3]. However, shifting from diesel to

electrified RTG cranes will lead to an increase in peak
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demands and power consumption at the port substations. In

this situation, ports may need to upgrade the electrical

infrastructure to meet this rise in demand [3]. In addition,

there is a gap and lack of understanding of the ports and the

RTG crane energy demand behaviour. This understanding

is vital for developing power generation strategies to

reduce the environmental effects of gas emissions and peak

demand problems [4]. Load forecasting is an important tool

for the estimation of any financial or technical risk that

may occur in the future resulting from demand inconsis-

tency. An accurate forecast is an effective solution for

energy management system problems such as load shed-

ding, peak demand and electrical infrastructure develop-

ment [5]. In power system applications, short-term load

forecasting has been used widely for operation scheduling,

power system stability and economic operation [6, 7]. A

large variety of methodologies and models have been

employed in order to achieve an accurate short-term load

forecast. These models are mainly divided into three

categories:

1) Traditional or statistical methods: for example, autore-

gressive integrated moving average with exogenous

variable (ARIMAX) and autoregressive with exoge-

nous variable (ARX) [8].

2) Artificial intelligence methods: such as artificial neural

networks (ANN) [9] and support vector machine

(SVM)[10].

3) Hybrid forecast system: for instance, ARMAX-SVM

[11] and regime switching models [12].

Forecast models play a vital role in many electrical

power system applications, such as planning, operation and

energy markets. ARIMAX and ANN forecasting concepts

have been applied widely in different energy applications

such as buildings, industrial loads and renewable energy

[13, 14]. It should also be beneficial to apply these tech-

niques to forecasting the RTG crane demand in order to

improve the understanding of load behaviour which can

help to reduce peak demand and gas emissions. There are

many publications that have discussed and developed load

forecasting models in the literature, which successfully

predict the highly volatile targets such as wind speed [15],

solar radiation [16], microgrid systems and building

demand by using ANN and ARIMAX techniques. How-

ever, these systems in the literature have clear physically

explanatory relationships with exogenous variables com-

pared to the RTG crane demand. For example, [17]

developed two different ANN models for high and low

frequency data sets with seasonal data points which is

captured by using Wavelet decomposition in order to

forecast a 24-hour ahead peak demand for Irans national

grid. In addition, time series methods are widely used to

predict electricity prices. Reference [18] proposed an

ARIMAX model to forecast the electrical power prices at

Nord Pool, the model included exogenous variables such as

temperature, wind speed and reservoir level which mainly

reflect seasonal trends in the weekly spot price and it

helped to reduce the forecast error.

It should be noted that the forecast models presented in

the literature for buildings, industrial loads and smart grids

have used the seasonality correlation and the exogenous

variables that have a clear relationship with forecast target

to predict the load demand. Unlike previous studies, the

electrified RTG crane demands are: � highly volatile and

stochastic; ` not include a clear seasonality or patterns,

can help to improve the forecast quality; ´ highly unpre-

dictable behaviour due to the effect of human (crane driver)

on the crane moves and loads.

Furthermore, to the authors knowledge, while only a

single study discussed the RTG crane forecasting problem

[4], there are no studies found which specifically consider

forecasting of load for electrified RTG crane by estimating

the number of moves and container gross weight and

examine different input variables. Reference [4] used

ARIMAX and ANN models with one hidden layer to

predict a 24-hour RTG crane demand. However, they

assumed that the exogenous variables are known in

advance without examining the impact of inputs error on

the forecast accuracy. In addition, the RTG crane forecast

models do not investigate the effect of exogenous input

variables on the forecast performance [4].

Aiming to fill the gap in the literature and address the

lack of understanding of the energy demand behaviour at

port applications, this paper attempts to develop short term

forecast models to predict the electrified RTG crane load

one-day ahead. The forecast models in this paper (ANN

with two hidden layers, ARIMAX, ARX, ARIMA, AR) are

used with estimation technique to select the number of cane

moves and container gross weight and examine the impact

of inputs variables error on the forecast models. In this

paper, the forecast models are tested using data collected

from two RTG cranes over three separate time periods. The

key contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:

1) This paper uses two new forecast models that show

more accurate results compared to the literature.

Firstly, an ANN system with two hidden layers that

help to improve the forecast model performance.

Secondly, an ARX model that has a similar perfor-

mance to the ARIMAX model but with the advantage

of having a higher speed to calculate the AR

coefficient.

2) This work examines the impact of the accuracy of the

exogenous variables on the forecast model perfor-

mance in order to develop an accurate forecast model.
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3) An approach is proposed for estimation of the

exogenous variables (number of crane moves and

container gross weight). This estimation helps to check

the forecast model performance for a range of errors at

the forecast model inputs (exogenous variables).

4) In this work, the forecast models have been tested over

three different time periods. In addition, all forecast

models have been trained using one RTG crane testing

data set and tested with two different RTG crane data

sets.

The remaining sections of this article are structured as

follows. Section 2 introduces the methodology of the pro-

posed models. Section 3 discusses the proposed models

approach in detail. In Section 4, the forecast models results

are given and discussed. Finally, the conclusions are pre-

sented in Section 5.

2 Methodology

Electrified RTG cranes are used in the intermodal

operations for container handling at ports. The RTG

demand behaviour is mainly non-smooth, volatile and

without obvious patterns or seasonality in the demand time

series which increases the challenge of forecast the crane

load. In this research, ANN and ARIMAX models are

developed to predict the hourly electrified RTG crane

demand at hour t þ n where t is the hour time and

n ¼ 1; 2; . . .; 24. Furthermore, we examine the impact of

some exogenous variables (Xt, Yt) on the forecast models

performance. A general schematic of the load forecasting

procedure is shown in Fig. 1. This section presents the

methodologies we implement for electrified RTG crane

load forecasting.

2.1 ANN

ANN are mathematical models constructed by multiple

layers of artificial neurons and they are interconnected by

synaptic weight Win from each individual neuron Xn in one

layer to each neuron in the next layer [10].

yi ¼
Xm

n¼1

WinXn ð1Þ

where yi is the summation of synaptic weight Win (between

the input neuron n and the hidden neuron i) multiplied by

the outputs of each individual neuron Xn and m is the

number of neurons. In the structure of a typical individual

artificial neuron, the summation of input signals yi from

several synapses is transferred through an activation

function F described by (2) for the chosen function

sigmoid activation.

FðyiÞ ¼
1

1þ e�yi
ð2Þ

The ANN is trained to modify the weights by calculating

the error of the ith neuron (ci) throughout the hidden layer

presented by (3) and (4).

ci ¼ FðyiÞðban � anÞ ð3Þ

where ban and an are the predicted value and the actual

target value of nth neuron in the output layer, respectively.

In (4), the error information ci is used to update the

synaptic weight Win:

DWin ¼ xciOi ð4Þ

where x is the training rate and Oi is the output of the ith

neuron. Next, the weight correction DWin is used to modify

the old synaptic weigh Win;old:

Win;new ¼ DWin þWin;old ð5Þ

where Win;new is the updated weight between the neuron

n and the hidden neuron i. Finally, after the ANN model is

trained, the model can be generalised and tested on similar

sets.

2.2 ARIMAX

The ARIMA technique is a time or statistical series

method that formulates the historical data as a function of

time to predict the future value at. An ARIMAX (p, d, q)

model for a time series is described by (6) and (7) [19].

a
ðdÞ
t ¼ C þ

Xh

i¼0

liXt�i þ
Xp

i¼1

wia
ðdÞ
t�i þ

Xq

i¼1

ui�t�i ð6Þ

a
ðdÞ
t ¼a

ðd�1Þ
t � a

ðd�1Þ
t�1

ð7Þ

where a
ðdÞ
t is the differenced series at time t (defined by (7)

with a
ð0Þ
t ¼ at);

Ph

i¼0

liXt�i is the X variables term;

Pp

i¼1

wia
ðdÞ
t�i ¼ ARðpÞ is the autoregressive term of order p;

Data collection: 
hourly RTG crane
load, number of 

moves and 
container weight

Estimate/assume
the exogenous 

variables

Forecast model 
building ANN, 
ARIMAX, AR,

ARIMA

Train and 
test the 
model

Fig. 1 General schematic of load forecasting procedure implemented

in this paper
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Pq

i¼1

ui�t�i ¼ MAðqÞ is the moving average term of order q;

wi is the coefficient of AR(p) term; ui is the coefficient of

the MA(q) term; �t is error term; li is the coefficient

parameter for the exogenous variable Xt�i for the number

of exogenous variable h; C is a constant term. Furthermore,

ARX, ARIMA and AR are subclasses of ARIMAX models.

For example, ARX is an integrate of the autoregressive

terms AR(p) with exogenous variables [19].

2.3 Exogenous variables estimation

Estimation techniques based on different distribution

methods have been used widely for estimating the exoge-

nous variables of forecast models [5, 20]. In this research,

the exogenous variables at hour t (Xt) are the hourly con-

tainer gross weight Zt and number of crane moves Yt due to

the high correlation between these variables and RTG

crane demand (at hour t). However, the exogenous vari-

ables for t þ n ðn ¼ 1; 2; . . .; 24Þ are typically unknown.

Aiming to improve the forecast model and examine the

impact of the exogenous variables, here we develop models

for: � estimating both exogenous variables Zt and Yt; `

estimating only one exogenous variable for example Zt and

assume that the second variable Yt is known in advance.

We compare these estimation methods to the case when

we assume knowing the exact values of the exogenous

variable Xt in advance. We will estimate the variables by

means of random sampling from appropriate distribution

functions. As we will show, the exogenous variables are

highly correlated hence when one variable is known we

must use the conditional probability for sampling.

In order to estimate both exogenous variables, the joint

probability distribution has been used in this paper. Since

the weight Zt is a continuous variable and the number of

crane moves Yt is discrete value, the mixed case of the joint

distribution used as:

f ðZt; YtÞ ¼ f ðZtjYtÞPðZtÞ ¼ PðZtjYtÞf ðZtÞ ð8Þ

where f ðZt; YtÞ is the probability density function of (ZtjYt);
f ðZtjYtÞ is the probability density function of Zt with given

Yt; PðZtÞ is the probability of Zt; PðZtjYtÞ is the the

conditional probability distributions of Zt with given Yt
with respect to the marginal distributions f ðZtÞ. On the

other hand, in the case of one of the variables being known

(for example Yt), the conditional probability used to

estimate the other exogenous variable (Zt) is described by:

PðZtjYtÞ ¼
PðZt \ YtÞ
PðYtÞ

ð9Þ

where PðYtÞ is the the probability of Yt; PðZt \ YtÞ is the

probability of the joint of Zt and Yt. To estimate the joint

and conditional distributions and sampling the exogenous

variables (Zt, Yt), the empirical distribution used in this

paper is described by:

FnðXÞ ¼
1

M

Xn

t¼1

fXt ;X ð10Þ

where fXt ;X is an indicator function (one if Xt �X and zero

otherwise); M is the sample size.

2.4 Load forecasting model evaluation

To assess the performance of a forecasting model or

compare different forecasting techniques for a specific time

series or a particular application, it is important to define

the performance evaluation method. The forecast accuracy

or forecast error can be measured by using different tech-

niques [21]. Reference [21] shows that there are four main

performance evaluation techniques that have been used to

evaluate the accuracy of load forecasting models. In this

paper, the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE), root

mean square error (RMSE) and mean absolute error (MAE)

have been used to evaluate the models performance.

However, MAPE is one of most common load forecasting

evaluation methods. This technique uses the percentage

terms to make it easy to interpret [21].

MAPE ¼ 100

N

XN

i¼1

ai � bai
ai

����

���� ð11Þ

RMSE ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
PN

i¼1

ðai � baiÞ2

N

vuuut ð12Þ

MAE ¼

PN

i¼1

ai � baij j

N

ð13Þ

where ai is the load of an electrified RTG crane; bai is the
forecasted load; i is the time step; N is the number of

observations.

3 Data analysis and forecasting models

The power demand of an electrified RTG crane is very

difficult to predict due to the nature of the crane operator’s

actions. In addition, the factors which are normally used for

power distribution forecasting such as temperature and

seasonality variables do not pertain to the crane demand.

Electrified RTG crane loads exhibit a volatile behaviour

(see Fig. 2). To achieve a satisfactory load forecast for

RTG crane loads, the forecast model must be able to

capture the correlation between the load in the time series,
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the number of crane moves and container gross weight, as

these factors are most effective on forecast model accuracy

[4]. As seen in Fig. 2, the exogenous variables are

unknown in advance and they show highly volatile and

unpredictable behaviour. Ports worldwide are converting

from diesel to electrified RTG cranes with fully automated

work solutions to achieve the gas emissions and safety of

life at sea convention (SOLAS) requirements. From 1st of

July 2016 all shippers, freight forwarders and ports around

the world are required to follow the new SOLAS require-

ments. This requires the gross weight of each container to

be recorded when leaving and arriving at any port [22, 23].

These new international requirements and rules will help

ports around the world know the exact weight of the con-

tainer in advance. Furthermore, this makes the assumption

of knowing the container gross weight and number of crane

moves in advance achievable and realistic in the future

especially with fully automated ports. To test the effect of

estimating the container weight and number of moves on

the accuracy of the forecast we have developed different

forecast models to predict RTG crane loads 24 hours ahead

using variations on the input variables. In total we test four

variations on how we use the exogenous variables which

are as described below:

1) Estimating the exogenous variables (number of crane

moves and container gross weight) as described in

Section 2.3.

2) Estimating one of the exogenous variables and

assuming the other variable is known in advance.

3) Assuming both exogenous variables are known in

advance.

4) Generating the forecast models without the exogenous

variables.

3.1 Data collection and analysis

The measured data were collected at the Port of

Felixstowe in the UK from two electrified RTG cranes over

three different periods during normal operation days. The

first data set was collected from 15th of April to 10th of

May, 2016 and the second data set from 7th of September

to 10th of October, 2016 with both sets coming form the

same crane. The third data set was collected from another

RTG crane over seven days from the 7th to the 13th of

December, 2016. The first data set is divided into 21 days

of training data and five days of testing data. The second

and third data sets are used as testing data sets. Due to the

non-smooth behaviour of the RTG crane load and the lack

of seasonality or trends over the time series (as described in

the following section) and motivated by the literature

[2, 4], we assume that the gap in the time series will have

negligible effect on the forecast results. In this paper, the

testing period with 46 days data set allows us to evaluate

the forecast model over three different time periods and test

the transferability of the model trained on one crane to

other cranes with the same specifications.

We analyse the data to investigate different patterns in

the RTG crane demand series. The breakdown of the crane

demand by hour of the day in Fig. 3 shows that the demand

has stochastic, non-smooth and volatile behaviour and the

hourly patterns are not obvious. In addition, the R2 for a

linear model is calculated to find the correlation strength

between the current and historical demand for 1600

observations. The calculation results exhibit a low R2 value

of under 0.29. In other words the linear model only

explains 29% of the load variability. To find any correla-

tion or patterns in the time series, the partial autocorrela-

tion function (PACF) is calculated over 500 time lags, this

is shown in in Fig. 4. The analysis of PACF with large

numbers of lags can find trends and seasonalities in the data

set in case the significant lags are repeated with specific

pattern. The significant lags in the PACF show no clear

pattern or seasonalities. This indicates that an autoregres-

sive model may have limited ability to forecast accurately.

However, the significant lags between lag 450 and lag 500,

as shown in Fig. 4 are randomly distributed without a main

large spike that decreases after a few lags or follow by a

damped wave which can present a moving average term or

autocorrelation pattern. In addition, they are likely an

artifact from highly variable time series and this is referred
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by the lack of regular patterns. The distribution of these

significant lags gives a significant sign that the training data

set is highly volatile and stationary.

Due to the highly volatile and unpredictable behaviour

of the electrified RTG crane demand and the difficulties of

finding seasonality trends, the correlation analysis is now

extended to consider the exogenous variables. The col-

lected data show a high correlation between the power

demand of the electrified RTG cranes number of crane

moves and container gross weight with an R2 value for a

linear model equal to 0.89, as seen in Fig. 5. Both variables

(number of crane moves and container gross weight) are

important for developing an accurate forecast model. In

this study, the exogenous variables are applied to the

forecast model as described above. The correlation

between the RTG crane power demand, number of crane

moves and container gross weight is significant with an R2

value but the effect of human unpredictability on the

demand is still present and can be seen in Table 1. The path

for the crane move is decided by the crane drivers as they

may choose to move the container through arc, square or

oscillatory paths which means variations in the amount of

energy used for the same number of moves and container

weight. Table 1 shows that the historical electrified RTG

crane data include different power demand values for the

same number of moves and container gross weight. For

example, on the 12th of September, 2016 at each of the

following time, 6 a.m., 9 a.m. and 2 p.m., the electrified

RTG crane needed two moves per hour to move 59 tons.

The human factor is very difficult to predict and this leads

to less predictable RTG crane load behaviour. In addition,

Fig. 5 shows that larger uncertainty is associated to larger

container weights and larger number of moves which

increases the difficulties of forecasting the RTG crane

demand.

3.2 Exogenous variables estimation model

The highly volatile behaviour of the RTG crane demand

for the same number of moves and container weight as seen

in Table 1 and Fig. 5 increases the difficulty of achieving

an accurate forecast model. In this research, the estimation

of the exogenous variables is presented to examine the

wide variety of the inputs and outputs. The exogenous

variables of the forecast models (container gross weight

and number of crane moves) are obtained using the

empirical distribution with a joint probability model to

estimate both the exogenous variables (Zt; Yt) and condi-

tional probability to estimate one of the variables in con-

dition the other variable is given for t þ n

ðn ¼ 1; 2; . . .; 24Þ, as described in Section 2.3. For esti-

mating both exogenous variables through the joint proba-

bility with empirical distribution, the 2D histogram of the

exogenous variables data sets is displayed in Fig. 6 with

100 bins. Each of the histogram bins (bars) presents the

joint probability distribution for the exogenous variables

(container gross weight and number of crane moves) and

increases the numbers of bins help to reduce the number of

choices for the exogenous variables. Next, the empirical

distribution is used to sample the variables (Zt; Yt) from the

joint probability distribution by using (8) and (10) in

Section 2.3. On the other hand, if one of the exogenous

variables is known, the conditional distribution is used to

determine the other variable by using the histogram defined

for the known variable. From Fig. 7 if the number of
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Table 1 Difference between the power demand values for the same

number of moves and container gross weight

Moves Weight (ton) Time in 2016 Demand (kW)

2 46 9th of October (11:00) 37

2 46 13th of October (09:00) 23

2 59 12th of September (06:00) 28

2 59 12th of September (09:00) 47

2 59 12th of September (14:00) 48

7 184 1st of September (15:00) 86

7 184 2nd of September (07:00) 164

7 184 27th of September (20:00) 137
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moves Yt is 2, the conditional distribution is defined by the

dots only which inline with Yt ¼ 2. This defines a new

histogram for the number of moves (Yt ¼ 2) with the

container gross weight Zt and then we sample the Zt value

from it by using the empirical distribution function as

described by (9) and (10) in Section 2.3.

3.3 ANN

To forecast the hourly power demand of an electrified

RTG crane for the next 24 hours, two ANN models are

used, as seen in Fig. 8. The proposed models are feed-

forward ANN activated by a sigmoid function and trained

by the Levenberg-Marquard algorithm that has been widely

used with highly volatile forecast targets. Generally, there

is no specific or favourite method that can guarantee the

best number of neurons for each layer and the number of

layers [10]. However, an increase in the number of neurons

and layers may generate over fitting and overestimation

problems and increase the training time required [10]. An

experiment was carried out based on the number of hidden

layer from 1 to 5 and number of hidden neurons 5, 10, 15,

20 and 25 in this study to select the best parameters for the

forecast model that produces the minimum forecast error.

In general, one or two hidden layers with a sufficient

number of neurons is able to handle a wide range of

forecasting problems without leading to over-fitting [24].

The ANN forecast model with two hidden layers generates

the minimum forecast error for the same number of hidden

neurons compared to the [4] with single hidden layer and

ANN models with 3 to 5 hidden layers over the same data

set.

3.3.1 Model A

The objective of Model A is to investigate the perfor-

mance of a forecast model that does not include the

exogenous variables. The RTG crane demand data analysis

in Section 3.1 shows that the autocorrelation over the time

series is weak. However, for this model we choose the lags

with the highest correlation values. These values are used

as input neurons for Model A as follows: � the average of

the previous day load; ` the average of the previous week

load; ´ the same hour load for previous day; ˆ the pre-

vious hour load.

In this study, the parameters of Model A are: � 4 input

neurons; ` 2 hidden layers; ´ 20 neurons in each hidden

layer; ˆ 1 output layer referring to the RTG crane demand

of one hour in order to simplify the model network. This

load forecasting is repeated 24 times for each hour of the

next day to forecast the next day demand. In this paper, we

use Model A as a benchmark to compare against the other

forecast models.

3.3.2 Model B

Model B is structured to generate the forecast models

using the exogenous variables. This model is a variation of

the benchmark model. Which aims to build an RTG crane

demand forecast model using the following exogenous

variables: � the number of crane moves; ` container gross

weight.

The exogenous variables have been selected based on

correlation analysis in Section 3.1. Model B is divided into

four models based on the exogenous variables are known

or estimated:

1) Model B1: assuming both exogenous variables are

known.
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2) Model B2: estimating the number of crane moves

while assuming the container gross weight is known.

3) Model B3: estimating the container gross weight while

assuming the number of crane moves is known.

4) Model B4: estimating both of the exogenous

variables.

Model B is aims to utilise the correlation between

exogenous inputs and RTG crane demand to improve the

ANN forecast performance. Throughout this paper, we

refer to the number of crane moves and container gross

weight as the exogenous variables.

3.4 ARIMAX and ARX

This section presents ARIMAX, ARX, ARIMA and AR

models to forecast the power demand of an electrified RTG

crane. The ARX model is an extension of the AR(p) model,

the autoregressive term, with exogenous variables, as

shown in Fig. 9. The ARIMAX modelling procedure is

presented in Section 2.2 and described by (6) and (7). After

the data collection stage, we first confirmed that the time

series is stationary using the augmented Dickey-Fuller

(ADF) test. To identify and choose the best orders of the

ARIMAX parameters (p, d, q), we consider the ACF and

PACF plots for the crane demand in Fig. 4.

The ACF and PACF plots show a number of positive

and significant lags but do not show obvious signs of

repetition or seasonalities. Based on the ACF and PACF

plots we test a range of p and q parameters using the

Bayesian information parameters. The literature review

[13, 21] shows that in many applications the model

parameters are often between 1 to 2 for p and q and

between 0 and 2 for d. In this paper, the optimal p, d, q are

those which give the smallest BIC value. The BIC matrix

calculations show that the best ARIMAX model order are

equal to (1, 0, 2). ARIMAX takes into account exogenous

variables (the number of crane moves and container gross

weight) as input parameters. In addition, since the differ-

encing is not included in this work we simply refer to the

ARMA and ARMAX models.

3.4.1 Model C

Model C is the ARIMAX (1, 0, 2) forecast model. This

model is aims to examine the exogenous variables as input

parameters similar to Model B. In addtion, the ARIMAX

model is divided into four models: Model C1, Model C2,

Model C3 and Model C4 analogous to Model B.

3.4.2 Model D

Model D (ARX) is a variation and class of ARIMAX.

The main advantage of an ARX model is the high speed at

calculating the forecast and the model coefficients. The

ARX(p) order based on BIC calculations for the available

data sets gives p = 1. The BIC matrix was calculated and

tested for p values from 1 to 24 in order to: � cover all

significant lags in ACF and PACF plots especially when

there is no trend or repeating values for the significant lags

as shown in Fig. 4;` cover one day lags (24 lags); ´ cover

large numbers of lags compared to the literature.

Furthermore, to evaluate the exogenous variables effect

on the forecast model, the ARX model is divided into four

models similar to Model B and Model C.

3.4.3 Model E and Model F

In this study, Model E (AR) and Model F (ARIMA) are

forecast models without the exogenous variables. The

ARIMA and AR forecast model order parameters are equal

to (1,0,2) and (1) respectively based on the BIC calcula-

tions. In addition to Model A, Model E and Model F are

used as benchmark.

4 Results and discussion

A total of 21 days of data from crane number 1, as

described in Section 3.1, are used for training each model

separately. In addition, three testing periods are utilised to

assess the prediction performance of the proposed forecast

models. The testing data set includes 46 days of crane

operations with the total number of hours equal to 1104

from two different electrified RTG cranes. The MAPE,

RMSE and MAE values are used to measure the model

performance, see (11) to (13). In this section, the forecast

performance for all models are presented and then the

model that performed best is further analysed.

4.1 Overall comparisons

Firstly, the MAPE is calculated for each day of the three

testing periods and plotted for each model in Fig. 10, in

addition, the overall MAPE for each model is presented in

ARIMAX 
(1,0,2)

AR(1) I(0) MA(2) X

Exogenous
variables

1
t ii a −

i=1
∑

2
εψ ϕ t ii −

i=1
∑

Model F

Model E

Model C

Model D

+= + +

Fig. 9 ARIMAX and ARX forecast models
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Table 2. From Fig. 10 and Table 2, Model B1 provides the

highest prediction accuracy over 3 testing periods by

considering the overall performance. For all three testing

periods, Model A outperforms Model E and Model F. The

MAPE for Model A is 23.2%, 29.2% and 19.7% for testing

periods 1, 2 and 3, respectively. From Fig. 10a it is seen

that by using the exogenous variables in Model B1, the

performance clearly improves compared to Models A, E, F

that use the RTG crane historical load data only. The

MAPE curve of Model B1 in Fig. 10a shows a sign of

stability over the testing period compared to benchmark

models that exhibit extreme peaks. This is due to the weak

daily and weekly trends in the data. Furthermore, the high

error peaks in Fig. 10 correspond to low load values and

can be explained the significant disturbance that introduced

by the human operator and the large uncertainty of the

exogenous variables correlation. Then, the RMSE and

MAE methods are applied to evaluate the forecast models

performance over the crane data set from 7th of September

to 10th of October, 2016 (testing period 2). Table 3 shows

that the Model B1 outperforms all other models and pro-

vides the minimum RMSE and MAE values by 14.2 kW

and 11.6 kW, respectively. Model E generates the highest

RMSE and MAE values over the testing period by 57.4 kW

and 46.2 kW.

4.2 Effect of estimating exogenous variables

In order to improve the forecast performance and reduce

the error peaks, the exogenous variables have been used in

this paper. Tables 2 and 3 show that the proposed forecast

models that estimate one of the exogenous variables (for

example Model C2 ) or know both of them (for example

Model D1) give significant improvements over the

benchmark models (for example Model E ) by MAPE

26.3% and 26%, respectively, over the second testing

period. Furthermore, the RMSE and MAE values of Model

C2 decreased by 40.8 kW and 33 kW, respectively, com-

pared to Model E for the same testing period. In addition,

Model C2 and Model D1 outperform the best model that

estimates both exogenous variables (Model B4) with
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Table 2 Overall MAPE over three testing periods

Testing period MAPE value (%)

Model A Model B1 Model B2 Model B3 Model B4 Model C1 Model C2 Model C3

Period 1 23.2 7.8 11.8 10.1 30.4 9.2 11.9 12.1

Period 2 29.2 9.5 11.2 12.6 32.6 10.3 10.3 14.5

Period 3 19.7 7.6 8.3 16.8 18.1 8.6 8.5 24.6

Testing period MAPE value (%)

Model C4 Model D1 Model D2 Model D3 Model D4 Model E Model F

Period 1 43.4 9.3 9.1 13.2 49.2 35.1 35.1

Period 2 31.1 10.8 10.6 13.7 32.3 36.6 35.5

Period 3 43.3 9.3 10.2 27.2 42.8 22.1 24.6
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11.9% and 9.3% compared 30.4% over the first data set.

Overall, models that estimate both exogenous variables

exhibit very large errors. This indicates that, with the

current data set, using the historical electrified RTG crane

power demand and the estimation of both exogenous

variables as inputs is not recommended.

To evaluate the impact of estimating the exogenous

variables compared to assuming that the variables are

known inputs to the forecast models, Fig. 10b is analysed.

The ARIMAX model that estimates the number of crane

moves only (Model C2) and Model C1 (the ARIMAX

model with the assumption that the exogenous variables are

known) perform in a similar way. Furthermore, the MAPE

curves of Model C2 and Model C1 show a better perfor-

mance and stability compared to Model C4 (the ARIMAX

model that estimates the container gross weight). This leads

to the conclusion that accurate container gross weight has a

more significant impact on the forecast performance than

number of crane moves. In addition, the daily MAPE

results in Fig. 10b shows that the forecast models that

estimate either one of the exogenous (Model C2 and Model

C3) outperform Model C4, which estimates both variables.

Fig. 10b shows that each of the prediction models with an

uncertain estimation of the exogenous variables performs

differently based on the type of variable.

Fig. 10c presents the daily MAPE results over the first

testing period for the ANN, ARIMAX and ARX models

that estimate the container gross weight (Model B3, Model

C3, Model D3). During the first testing period the ANN

model (Model B3) shows a better performance compared

to Model C3 and Model D3. However, MAPE results of

Models B3, C3 and D3 on 9th and 10th of May are roughly

equal. In order to generalise and examine the forecast

models, all models in this paper are tested by using a data

set collected from another RTG crane (testing period 3), as

seen in Fig. 10d and Table 2. The ARIMAX and ARX

models with the assumption that both exogenous variables

are known (Model C1 and Model D1) performed in similar

way over the this testing period. However, the ANN model

(Model B1) shows more accurate result especially from 7th

to 9th of December but after that all models performed

similarly. In Fig. 10d, the lowest MAPE values for Model

B1, Model C1 and Model D1 are 5.1% , 3.8% and 3.76%,

respectively. Furthermore, the lowest MAPE values for all

models In Fig. 10d are met on 10th of December.

Based on the data set, the forecast models should

include the number of crane moves and container gross

weight as exogenous variables. Estimation of one or both

of the variables helps to reduce the high error peaks, out-

liers and avoids the impact of low or zero load values

during ideal and off operation modes. Moreover, the ANN

forecast models show that the significant factor is the types

of inputs that are used not the number of inputs. In this

paper, our main target is to forecast the RTG crane load for

a day ahead and compare different structures of the ANN,

ARIMAX and ARX models. We believe that it is prefer-

able to use the exogenous variables to decrease the forecast

errors.

4.3 Forecast error analysis

Table 2 and Fig. 10 present Model B1 as the most

suitable and accurate model over different three testing

periods. Model B1, Model C1 and Model D1 are further

analysed as follows. The histogram of the error percentage

for these prediction models over the three testing periods is

plotted and fitted with a normal distribution line in Fig. 11.

The error percentage values are distributed between the

�60% and 60% range. By investigating the histogram plot,

it is observed that a high number of instances are clustered

Table 3 Performance of forecast models over 34 day testing period

Model MAE value (kW) RMSE value (kW)

Model A 30.9 37.7

Model B1 11.6 14.2

Model B2 14.2 17.2

Model B3 17.5 23.4

Model B4 45.1 56.5

Model C1 12.5 15.4

Model C2 13.2 16.6

Model C3 17.9 24.8

Model C4 43.5 54.4

Model D1 12.8 15.9

Model D2 13.6 16.8

Model D3 18.2 25.9

Model D4 43.9 55.2

Model E 46.2 57.4

Model F 45.8 56.9
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Fig. 11 Illustration of error percentage data in a histogram along with

a normal distribution
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around 0% while many instances are distributed between

�15% and 15%. In Fig. 11 the normal distribution seems

to capture the error percentage. As result, the forecast

models (Model B1, Model C1 and Model D1) perform well

with normal distribution of around zero error.

5 Conclusion

Electrical load forecasting has become a significant

evaluation tool for power consumers and producers. The

importance of effective and accurate prediction models is

to minimise utility risks and power costs and increase

competitiveness. While there is a large quantity of load

forecasting research, the RTG crane demand forecasting

literature is more limited and complex compared to typical

distribution loads. There are a number of challenges facing

load forecasting of RTG cranes. These challenges can be

attributed to three factors. First, there are no clear sea-

sonality trends or pattern over the historical load data.

Second, the outliers of the correlation between the exoge-

nous variable and crane demand due to the human factor

effect. Third, there is highly stochastic, volatile and non-

smooth load behaviour especially for the low load values.

In this research we have implement and tested a number of

models to forecast the RTG crane day ahead load. After the

RTG crane load series and the exogenous variables are

analysed, we examine different options of forecast model

inputs. Each model is trained separately using 21 days of

data. To verify the prediction ability of the forecast models

they are applied to two different cranes over three testing

periods. The evaluation methods results of each model with

different input variables discussed in this paper show that

the ANN model (Model B1) outperforms all other models.

Although there are some extreme error peaks, the proposed

Model B, Model C and Model D which exclude the esti-

mation of both input variables achieved an acceptable level

of prediction accuracy. Our results show that it is not

recommended to estimate both exogenous variables in the

models. Moreover, the prediction models achieve an

acceptable performance when estimating only one exoge-

nous variable with a more significant impact on forecast

performance for the accurate container gross weight. This

result is very encouraging for ports following the SOLAS

requirements and record the container weight before

moving them, which will help to forecast and understand

the RTG crane demand.
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